BIRCHERS IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENTS?

Somewhere along the line the John Birch Society has become confused with something else.

However as a close observer of the Police Department of San Francisco, it is obvious that most officers are primarily interested in enforcing the law. Only a handful attempt to enforce their own moral code, and those subscribe to the moral code of Governor Brown, Tom Lynch and Stanley Mosk—Attorney General and Justice of the Supreme Court, respectively.

If there is any discrimination done, it can usually be traced to one of these three people, and they are surely not Birchers.

The Editor

The Citizens News is published every other Monday at 474 Minna Street, San Francisco, California. Guy Strait, Editor—Sometimes asleep.

AMERICA'S LEADING HOMOSEXUAL PUBLICATION

ELECTION SURVEY

(The following is written for the CN by a man who has had a vast experience in the fields of election surveys and in the field of political science. He is under contract to write in these fields and therefore cannot use his name.)

First, I would like to point out that I disagree with the editorial policy of the CN regarding Proposition 14. It is with deep regret that I find most Californians rejecting the premise that all persons are entitled to equal housing under the law.

But first, before going into the personalities of the campaign, I would like to speculate why Proposition 14 did pass:

1. Regardless what else may be said there are a number of Californians who reject the negro as a neighbor;
2. There appears to be a far larger number who reject the idea that law is the answer to discrimination. These same people will deplore the discriminatory laws of the South but still want them in California;
3. The above two categories constitute a large number of people but still not enough to account for the passage of the proposition and I must blame myself and my co-workers for swinging to the other side a large number of voters. We made the mistake of the hard sell. Before the day of the election there was a scant handfull of "Vote YES on 14" signs in evidence. The bulk of the voters were silent.

The Candidates

As a liberal democrat, I feared for the chances of Johnson back in September. Goldwater appeared to have the imagination of the voters aroused. Johnson plodded. But when the chips were down Goldwater invaded the living rooms of America on TV and defeated himself. He gathered up votes for Johnson by the hundreds. America no longer wants to be told how to live; how unAmerican they are; how bad sex is; or how immoral someone has been. America knows morality far better than the politicians and rejects the idea that the federal government should look into the matter of sin.

(Continued on Page 9)

PHONY IN FRESNO

Reports that a Navy captain was investigating the various establishments in the Lemoore, Bakersfield and Fresno area has sent a number of people looking for cover. The CN has made a complete investigation of this naval officer thru the 14th Naval District and the Graduate School at Monterey and can report that the "Capitan" is unknown to both these headquarters. The investigation was made on both an official and an unofficial level.

A Juvenile Home?

The phony officer is reported to have a 20 year-old ex-sailor living with him in Fresno while he is making his investigation. The CN is happy to report to its Valley readers that "Chuck" is as phony as a three-dollar bill. In case the CN is less perceptive in finding a phony homosexual than in finding the real ones the CN offers the following description of "Capitan Chuck":

slightly stocky, blonde, in his forties, and about 5'9". Chuck may be of British or New England birth.

Both the 14th Naval District and the Graduate School have no knowledge of this person and the investigation of the CN has been carried out in such a fashion that his apprehension will be affected on impersonating a naval officer.

SIR TO HAVE A BALL

What promises to be the biggest social affair so far this year is scheduled for the 27th of November, it is a ball sponsored by the Society for Individual Rights (SIR).

About 6 weeks ago this same organization sponsored one of the first of its kind in San Francisco and it was an unqualified success.

According to the officers of the organization this is to be similar except that it will be much larger and with the experience gained in the first affair, it promises to be even more enjoyable.

Tickets are $3.00 for non-members and are available at many establishments around the city. The site of the
THE LAVENDER CALENDAR
FOR 1965

The Lavender Calendar is to be enjoyed and gifted. A quality calendar for anyone's enjoyment.

Lavender Calendar for 1965

The illustrations will be appropriate for the season and will be either painted drawings or photographic print of models. Each will measure enough to hang anywhere-written in the tradition of Halloween in its full color for each day of the year.

The illustrations will be appropriate for the season and will be either painted drawings or photographic print of models. Each will measure enough to hang anywhere-written in the tradition of Halloween in its full color for each day of the year.

Calendrier Lavander pour 1965

Le calendrier Lavander est à être apprécié et offert. Un calendrier de qualité pour toute l'année.

Le calendrier Lavander pour 1965

Les illustrations seront appropriées à la saison et seront soit des dessins peints soit une impression photographique de modèles. Chaque illustration mesurera suffisamment pour être suspendue un peu partout-écrite la tradition de Halloween dans son plein coloris pour chaque jour de l'année.
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It was a night of formal splendor at the Casbah in Spokane, Washington. Hair styles were resplendent, the rhinestones were sparkling, and earrings and bracelets were in abundance. The first blonde ever to "cross the line" was Don appearing as a Watusi, his body completely covered with brown make-up, with a Gene Kelly tap dance around each of his shoulders. His grand was draped very gaudily over one of his shoulders, floor length with a string plus a touch of leopard (man-made fur). He was carrying a six foot long staff topped with a shrunk head. Needless to say here that he won first prize, a beautiful trophy.

Bobbie Jean wore a stunning soft blue brocade and an accompanying long dress of memorable loveliness which was his own creation. Sharrey and Annie appeared as a Watusi, his head-piece, ostrich feathers at the waist matching her hair—was a memorable loveliness which seemed to go out from under or this world.
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Across the Country

Why did the South go Republican? This is causing more and more discussion among the experts. Certainly it was not totally the way the civil rights issue. Rather than examine it it might possibly be better to bring out some factors that have not been prominently mentioned: 1) This is the last bulwark of the 'Bible Belt'; 2) The remembering of Johnson, as the 'states rights' candidate of 1960; and 3) The predominance of rural vote in those areas (Altho this cannot account for the vote in Atlanta, New Orleans and other urban areas.

The most complex ever

This was the most complex election ever held in this country. Never before did so many people vote split tickets and keep their answers to themselves. It would behoove any candidate planning to run for office to examine minutely the results of the past election before making any statements.

Altho I am disappointed with the results of Proposition 14, I am proud that America, for the first time, actually thought before they voted.

WALL PLAQUES

For different look in your home or apartment—Wall Plaques will be made from your own design. Some plaques are on display at the Citizens News Office. Matching 5”x7” - $2.00 Per Set
5”x7” & 5”x11”- $5.00 Each
(Add 32c each if mailed)
For custom plaques you may use any subject you wish, the mold will be made and your plaque shipped to you within a week, if ordered by mail.

Lebarr Arts, 211 Mission, San Francisco, CA 94111

GET YOUR LAVENDER BAEDEKER NOW!

A GUIDEBOOK TO ALL THE INTERESTING PLACES IN THE U.S.A.

$3.50

NOVA

LUTHERAN MISSION CURCH

Charles R. Lewis Pastor

"Right Ministry
Council on Religion and the Homosexual"
"Ministry to Retarded Children"
"Cooperative Program for Christian Instruction"

THE STEMS for the new breed

Go Lively BUY at Leo's

$6.95
or anything else at all. You say NOTHING whatever. Do not absolutely to discussion or comment upon ANY and EVERY as you will be better off if there has been no confirmation or collision in writing. Your efforts to disqualify homosexuals, reducing them, thereby to the fullest extent possible, challenge not the mere allegations of fact, but rather those who specialize in the hair-teasing, and keep telling the bartenders to take it easy with the nelly antics, anyway we can report to Kathale, Ohio and Hugoulefrl, Texas that the bar is not suffering.

If you choose counsel and advice from your lawyer to prepare your retort, then in the courts, as high as need be, all firings and dismissals are null and void. You are not a live and let live chip on his shoulder, thinking why a person feels that he must believe that his life is the business of everyone that knows by everyone that you are an up and coming de

Customers, whether homosexuals, negroes and now the homosexuals, as far as the Government is concerned. If you are not treated with the full respect and personal service a clearing house for all types of goods and services.

There has always been a personal service based upon homosexuality. To the fullest extent possible, challenge not the mere allegations of fact, but rather those who specialize in the hair-teasing, and keep telling the bartenders to take it easy with the nelly antics, anyway we can report to Kathale, Ohio and Hugoulefrl, Texas that the bar is not suffering.

The Market Street scene Is currently the town's one favorite gay bar. Who would know but the affluent staying at home looking at the idiot box, the most famous characters — the Bird Lady of San Rafael, known San Francisco Bar for the office worker types and only a few fond memories, but every­

Irene. The new bartender I met at the Big R in San Francisco was only the second to look at the waiting tables and enter the rushing crowd. That scene here is from Den­ner, west Hollywood.

Willie Reno
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eland in every Instance.
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THE HUB SHACK

456-7068

P. S. PERSONAL SERVICE

PERSONAL SERVICE is a clearing house for all types of goods and services.

"If you are an up and coming de­

While you are not required to make the whole world know that he is there, but deep inside is a hurt for more than a few fond memories but his wife has continued the business and Dean has been made manager.

The Cherry Creek has two new faces. The new bartender I met at the Big R in San Francisco was only the second to look at the waiting tables and enter the rushing crowd. That scene here is from Den­ner, west Hollywood.

Willie Reno
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(Continued from Page 11) it entertaining some of the readers of the paper as they pass thru Argentina. Peru is planning a trip thru the United States early in 1965 and is attempting to line up places to go so, anyone who wants to know what the score is in the Argentines has best contact the CN and we will give them the address of our correspondent there.

A report from Kansas City says that San Francisco had best watch out for that ill-famed title of the Queen City of the West, but then after all Kansas City is in the midwest, after all.

Went out to Romeo's for a excellent veal Italian the other night-delicious, try it.

Bligh's Bounty is having more and more people come on board for a cruise but we do owe an apology to the readers in Oklahoma City who thought it was a cruise boat on San Francisco Bay. Bligh's is landlocked-the cruise boat is very aptly named the Harbor Queen. Bligh's has taken on a landlocked look with the ivy growing over the backbar and candle on the tables. It has some nice big plans for the place including entertainment when all the arrangements are completed you will read about it in these pages.

Speaking of these pages--another new publication is out here in San Francisco, it is called VECTOR. Get a copy from one of the members of SIR.

There are two dates that you had better mark on your calendar right now. Get it down off the wall - we will wait - now mark Nov. 27th and January 1st. These are two of the most important dates of the social season with SIR having a ball on the 27th and the Council on Religion and the Homosexual sponsoring the one of the last of January 1965. Some of the more dubious types are a little skeptical regarding the CRH but believe me after they have been exposed to these ministers it is always with the finest praise. The proceeds of the ball of the list are to go to the various homosexual organizations and to the CRH to finance its work.

You may remember some of the ministers from the CRH, for it was they who cornered the PD over the incident at the Hilton. Tickets to the CRH Ball are to be $5.00 and available at practically all the places in town, with all the organizations and of course at the Citizens News. We will send tickets to the out-of-towners who are going to the city for that weekend by Mail to assure each and everyone that they have tickets, for none will be sold at the door.

The big flury in Los Angeles about the dirty minded censors who saw 'Smut' in all the publications has ended up as nothing but a flury of after-election politicking. No changes in the reading material there. But this issue is announcing the sale of books thru the mails, especially for those who live in the censo red areas of our country such as Los Angeles. If you want any book, magazine, or paperback just let us know, sending the price of it if you know it and we will take it from there.

Did anyone see the invasion of privacy that the photographer from that other paper committed up at the Hilton the other night when he attempted to take pictures without permission? If so, call the CN.

The Hula Shack is reporting an increasing business with out-of-towners stopping in to ask about Colonel Fitzgerald. He is alive and is resting up. When some of his friends found out that his Halloween excursion was without the permission of the doctors we chewed a little on him. But you can't keep a good one down, sometimes.

Anymore Ron, Chris and the crowd is keeping the place running and seem to be showing Norman that they too, are no slouches when it comes to keeping a place going.

Back to Bligh's Bounty a minute... Even before the CN went press there was a change in the deck officers for that place, Dick out as deck officer. Quit, he did. But the replacement was fast and acceptable to the drinking classes.

You think that ad for the $50,000,000 life is a joke. Try it and see. Everyone is not as broke as you and I. What a view tho, and the reason it is being run 'for the second time is that our proof-reader never reads the ads for that the job of the advertising manager.

Speaking of proof-readers, since the Chronicle got a new one they have taken the title of the worst spelled paper in the world away from the CN. But there is war in the offing for the publisher of the Chronicle has prevailed on the City Fathers to block the entrance to Minna Street so deliveries and visitors to the CN cannot get there readily. Really now, we have no intentions of retracing the Chronicle out of business and this is carrying it a little too far. Anyhow if anyone wants to come to the office of the CN they have to detour thru the Chronicle parking lot.

Standard and Poor's Report-KEY stock down 10 points: SCORE stock up 11½ points.

Harry d'Turk, the CN Ass. Editor is down in the Santa Barbara Area on an extended vacation and the victory of Goldwater in SoCal has driven him still further north.
The Denver Police Department has long been known as the most corrupt in the entire country. Only last year was the wholesale robbery on the part of the DPD broken up.

On October 31st the Denver PD thought they had the opportunity to demonstrate to Denverites how efficient and capable they were. Here is an eyewitness story of that terrible, terrible Halloween Massacre.

On October 31st the Denver bars were having their annual Halloween parties and parades. I was dressed as a cowboy-LBJ Hat, buckskin shirt, Levi's, boots and gun. I started my round of the spots about 7 pm with the 1st stop being the Cherry Creek Tavern. Evidently this was no original costumes because behold, there was seven others there dressed the same. There was Curley dressed as The Lone Ranger (Curley is a little out of place in a garb such as this because well- Curley is a Girl. Maybe it would be better to say that Curley was dressed as The Lone Rangeress. Possibly I was a little muffed as the sight of her because she was more convincing as a man than I was. She was with another girl and as I walked by the other girl said, "Honey, how are you?" and as I walked on the thought struck me that I knew the Vice, but not the face nor figure and on a big double take it occurred to me that this was my good friend Lee. I asked, "Lee, is that you?" You know it is surprising what a wig, $10 worth of makeup and a gown will do for someone. Of course a panty girdle and a living-bra helps a little.

I sat at the bar and ordered a drink, noticing two men coming in the door. Vice was written all over their face and as sure as I am real New Orleans type evening.

The Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH) has announced plans for a dance to be given on January 1st, 1965.

The CRH is an organization of the various homosexual organizations and ministers of various denominations in San Francisco. The CRH has had a number of open meetings here starting with a three day meeting at the White Memorial Retreat in Marin County.

One of the primary objects of the CRH is to promote a continuing dialogue between the churches and the homosexual. This is being accomplished most effectively thru the association of the ministers with the various problems of the Community.

The New Year's Mardi Gras Ball will be held at California Hall, 625 Polk Street, San Francisco, starting at 9 pm. Naturally no minors will be admitted due to the serving of alcoholic beverages.

No tickets will be sold at the door and only 1500 tickets are available at $5 per ticket. The tickets are available thru the various bars associated with the Tavern Guild, from members of The Coits, The Daughters of Bilitis, The Mattachine Society, Society for Individual Rights, and from Strait and Associates.

All of the above organizations are cooperating in this effort to raise funds for the CRH and the various homosexual organizations.

Persons ordering tickets by mail from Strait and Ass. should make checks payable to either Guy Strait or the CRH.

The orchestra for the affair will be the same as has previous played for the big dances given at this location.

Some confusion has been shown regarding the date of this soiree. It is on New Year's Day at 9 pm, and not on New Year's Eve.

Plans for costume for the affair have the flavor of a real New Orleans type evening.
COPS BUT NO ROBBERS Cont'd from Page 1

The DENVER STORY CONTINUED

The ministers involved in the Cliff are a new breed, committed to the development of the homophile community in a certain way. They have started investigations into the perception of the homophile by the local police departments and the Department of Alcohol Beverage Control; they have been visited by the various establishments in San Francisco and have found the truth for themselves. They have found a growing need for direct-contact communication with the community. This normally marks the beginning of the opening relationship between the church and the homosexual.

Again, tickets are limited to 1500 and no tickets are to be available at the door under any circumstances, so get your order in the mail to any of the organizations listed or to Strait and Associates.

The Denver Story continued on Page 3.
brave officers just checked the guns behind the bar. At that time they started looking in the drags, in fact, they were busy when they go decide who was what. Now, do you know that[']s being isolated? An insinuation that the Cherry Creek was illegal-they were asked to make sure that the drags were not using the bar, that they were not standing behind the bar, or were the gun and holster kept behind the bar.

I left when the police descended. In the front room, where Jackson and Huns were tending the two police and two plain clothes officers in uniform, the drags were seated when I served the two officers with the hayed, and they were dressed in a suit for the law to serve anyone not wearing a hat. They were all of whom were standing. Jackson said, "We are going to be another camp. We are going to be another camp.

The drags were stripped of clothes, hair and then dressed in blue denim, and put into the drunk tank. The problem was that the drinks that were poured for the group of boys, that was how you get a drink, was to have them cheaper. They were given blue denim, and put into the drunk tank. You thought how many people, that were just trying to break the stillness, but you knew you wouldn't be able to do it. They were given blue denim, and put into the drunk tank. The problem was that the drinks that were poured for the group of boys, that was how you get a drink, was to have them cheaper. They were given blue denim, and put into the drunk tank.

We all live as if we were one, as we say for the first time, the Cherry Creek, the Cherry Creek, the Cherry Creek is the only one of us, and the Cherry Creek is the only one of us. The Cherry Creek is the only one of us, and the Cherry Creek is the only one of us. The Cherry Creek is the only one of us, and the Cherry Creek is the only one of us. The Cherry Creek is the only one of us, and the Cherry Creek is the only one of us.

**The Denver Story Continued**

**South Side**

**Greek Love**

by J. Z. EQUITON

just published!

Greek was the greek between an older man and a 12-17 year old boy, frequently consumed by sexual relations.

This monumental 504-page book is the first ever published on this controversial subject.

Dr. James E. Martin, a renowned psychiatrist, has written the foreword to this book, stating that it is "an invaluable resource for professionals and the general public who are interested in this subject."

* Greek Love is available at all major bookstores and online retailers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Apple Books.

* For more information, visit GreekLove.com.
You Fellahs Should Be Discreet

by Guy Wright

Mr. Guy Wright, columnist for the San Francisco News Call-Bulletin, has taken the hair-fairies of the city to task. Mr. Wright is one of the more competent columnists of San Francisco and has been fair and honest with his public. This article was no exception.

He quotes: "Today's column is addressed to the homosexuals of our city. Its message is simple: Please, gentlemen, try to be a bit more discreet.

The other day at a magazine stand on Market Street I encountered a young male wearing women's ski pants and a woman's car coat. His hair was tinted a pinkish blond unknown to nature. And to dispel any lingering doubts, he wore lipstick and an artful touch of rouge.

Personal bias may have distorted my perception, but it seemed to me that this unfortunate was taking a delicious pleasure in the distance which he caused among the other customers."

WAS THIS A FAIRY, MR. WRIGHT?

No, I deplore the freaks of their acts, more than those involved in attempting to fade into the background. You, as one of the crowd on the other side of the fence, no doubt absorb the sight of the 210# Big Berthas who waddle down Market Street in those luminous orange slacks. It probably seems to you that these freaks would be better off if they should fade into the background. But this is America. Fortunately, we are not so unfortunately, depending on whether we are a 210-pounder or whether we enjoy waddling down Market Street or a 210-pounder who feels that he must: be a freak in order to gain attention.

Skipping down a little in Mr. Wright's parade of actions, we quote: "If you are a San Franciscan who guides ourselves on our tolerance. Occasionally we even practice over tolerance. We do not lead anyone to believe, in regard to homo-, sexuals, that 'this is thin-ice toler- erance. Don't step on it too hard or it will shatter. So again I ask you, gentlemen: be a bit more circumspect."

Unfortunately, the trend seems the other way. It has been moving on a common-place level to see young men holding hands as they stroll down the street. One section of the Tenderloin has been taken over by homosexuals.

AND AGAIN WE BREAK INTO THE TRAIN OF THOUGHT.

It occurs to me that the tolerance of San Franciscans is not necessarily based toward a tolerance of homosexuality as much as it is an understanding that, as homosexuals; as tax-payers; as voters: as just plain American; the homosexual is almost as respectable as the negro.

It occurs to me that even the Irish realize that this is an era of realization, not use of repression of various facets of life that do not necessarily fit into the pattern that Big Brother in City Hall or the Governor's Mansion would like to mold each voter; each taxpayer, and each American.

It does also occur to me that the negro participating in violence hurts the cause of all negroes about the same amount that the hair-fairies hurt the cause of the homosexuals.

Mr. Wright continues: "The other day at a magazine stand on Market Street I encountered a young male wearing women's ski pants and a woman's car coat. His hair was tinted a pinkish blond unknown to nature. And to dispel any lingering doubts, he wore lipstick and an artful touch of rouge.

Personal bias may have distorted my perception, but it seemed to me that this unfortunate was taking a delicious pleasure in the distance which he caused among the other customers."
NY Sex Laws To Change?  

The New York State Bar Association has urged that revisions of state laws governing the moral behavior of homosexuals be considered and that all the laws to this effect be repealed. It has also recommended a change in the classification of minors' be changed in laws regarding sodomy and other sex offenses. The Bar Association would advocate that the age be lowered from 18 to 16.  

Putnam's Bar Association has urged that deviate sexual acts be treated in a more private and discretier manner. The Commission's report indicates that all laws against deviate acts in private be regarded as a crime.
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW: What is SMUT?

We have heard that smut is that which causes us to indulge in rape and sex without guilt feelings. Is this correct? We feel that they are talking about anything that approximates life the way it is and the way it is going to be. We feel that they are talking about those written and printed works and movies that are past their time. We feel they are talking about those written and printed works and movies that are past their time.

We have heard that smut is that which causes us to indulge in rape and sex without guilt feelings. Is this correct? We feel that they are talking about anything that approximates life the way it is and the way it is going to be. We feel that they are talking about those written and printed works and movies that are past their time. We feel they are talking about those written and printed works and movies that are past their time.
**New Years Mardi Gras Ball January 1st**

**CALIFORNIA HALL, 625 POLK STREET, SAN FRANCISCO**

**NO MINORS - DONATION $5.00**

**TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM STRAIGHT AND ASSOCIATES - NO TICKET SALES AT DOOR OR DAY OF BALL.**

**SPONSORED BY THE COUNCIL ON RELIGION & THE HOMOSEXUAL**

---

**WHAT IS CHRISTIAN NOW A DAYS?**

(From the PELICAN, publication of the Associated Students of the University of California, Nov. 196A)

"The Walter Jenkins case raises more questions than it answers. After all, it only answers a question nobody asked anyway, namely, Is Walter Jenkins a fag? But it counterspy who took Jenkins secret information and merely a Hungarian tourist who took Jenkins into the conference between American and Hungarian tourists? Maybe the toilet stall was quieter than any other place in the YMCA.

"On the other hand, maybe Choka is a Communist spy who took Jenkins into the stall to give his secret information and perhaps another secret material? Or is Choka merely a pervert?-Of course not. It is Christian to go into one with your wife? Is the YMCA's "Image" repugnant? It is. But little men, fear not. Terry Mayer, head of a boy scout director at Van Haele, says you can help yourself. If ahead of time by know what color, type, size, and what will please the recipients.

"It is perfectly respectable, what's more, for men to show up in toilet department.

Lenny Bruce "Reversal on Lenny Bruce" The Illinois Supreme Court has held that Lenny Bruce was not obscene in his performance in Chicago last year. "Our original opinion recognized the defendant's right to assert society's attitude... however bizarre, as long as the method used in so doing was not objectionable to render the entire performance obscene. But the balancing test must no longer be an acceptable method of determining whether material is obscene. It is not made by the United States Supreme Court that material having any social importance is constitutionally protected.

"Naturally when this was announced the Chicago Tribune went into a tizzy and denounced the Supreme Court of the United States."
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**Lingerie Shopping For Men**

UP Hot Dispatch

"Typical males doing their Christmas shopping act as if they're walking on eggs and expecting a bomb to go off right under their noses when approaching lingerie counters. Captains of football teams display no more courage or confidence than timid souls when invading this woman's world.

"But little men, fear not. Terry Mayer, head of a boy scout director at Van Haele, says you can help yourself. If ahead of time by know what color, type, size, and what will please the recipients.

"It is perfectly respectable, what's more, for men to show up in toilet department.

"Walter Jenkins case raises more questions than it answers. After all, it only answers a question nobody asked anyway, namely, Is Walter Jenkins a fag? But it counterspy who took Jenkins secret information and merely a Hungarian tourist who took Jenkins into the conference between American and Hungarian tourists? Maybe the toilet stall was quieter than any other place in the YMCA.

"On the other hand, maybe Choka is a Communist spy who took Jenkins into the stall to give his secret information and perhaps another secret material? Or is Choka merely a pervert?-Of course not. It is Christian to go into one with your wife? Is the YMCA's "Image" repugnant? It is. But little men, fear not. Terry Mayer, head of a boy scout director at Van Haele, says you can help yourself. If ahead of time by know what color, type, size, and what will please the recipients.

"It is perfectly respectable, what's more, for men to show up in toilet department.

Lenny Bruce "Reversal on Lenny Bruce" The Illinois Supreme Court has held that Lenny Bruce was not obscene in his performance in Chicago last year. "Our original opinion recognized the defendant's right to assert society's attitude... however bizarre, as long as the method used in so doing was not objectionable to render the entire performance obscene. But the balancing test must no longer be an acceptable method of determining whether material is obscene. It is not made by the United States Supreme Court that material having any social importance is constitutionally protected.

"Naturally when this was announced the Chicago Tribune went into a tizzy and denounced the Supreme Court of the United States."
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**Censorship—No, But Smut Must Go**

San Francisco has three newspapers. To the outsider this may seem to be a small number but two or three years ago approaching lingerie counters. Captains of football teams display no more courage or confidence than timid souls when invading this woman's world.

"But little men, fear not. Terry Mayer, head of a boy scout director at Van Haele, says you can help yourself. If ahead of time by know what color, type, size, and what will please the recipients.

"It is perfectly respectable, what's more, for men to show up in toilet department.

Lenny Bruce "Reversal on Lenny Bruce" The Illinois Supreme Court has held that Lenny Bruce was not obscene in his performance in Chicago last year. "Our original opinion recognized the defendant's right to assert society's attitude... however bizarre, as long as the method used in so doing was not objectionable to render the entire performance obscene. But the balancing test must no longer be an acceptable method of determining whether material is obscene. It is not made by the United States Supreme Court that material having any social importance is constitutionally protected.

"Naturally when this was announced the Chicago Tribune went into a tizzy and denounced the Supreme Court of the United States."
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same as the girl who would for a million but would not for ten. It is either obscene at a dime or a ten dollars for price, but not for free. And we can't speak for Mr. Allison because we find nothing obscene about the human body. However if Mr. Allison sees something obscene about the nude mode then we may suggest he visit the Langley Clinic where they have some tests to give people who exhibit morbid tendencies.

Again with Mr. Allison: This doesn't represent the desire of the buyer for art.

We say this is not.

We know a little about Mr. Allison. We are sure that he is a good man, a honest man and a righteous man. If he was not then surely he would not be in the newspaper business. And we would do as Mr. Allison did and see that people who are not loyal to the United States are given some tests to give people who exhibit morbid tendencies.

However if Mr. Allison succeeds in the removal of even one book from the stands of San Francisco we will ask him to do as Mr. Allison does not then surely he would not be in the newspaper business.

Allison, in his August 17th letter, attacked "erogenous excitement. However if Mr. Allison sees some boy or girl that has made San Francisco famous. We Just feel this is not right.

We have searched time and time again to find any writing or any pictures that endanger the public, but that search Is In progress. We are well aware that the freedom of speech does not include the right to shout "FIRE" in a crowded theater but that search Is In progress.

They are from the November 17th Issue of the News Call-Bulletin, the purveyor of Mr. Allison's Angry Man.

HARRY D'TURK IN THE SOUTH

HARRY D'TURK IN THE SOUTH

The Angry Man does not believe in censorship. Of course,

The questions will have to do with the attitude of these people towards the written law. The questions will have to do with the attitude of these people towards the written law.

The Angry Man does not believe in censorship. Of course, there is no question of the safety of the public. We are well aware that the freedom of speech does not include the right to shout "FIRE" in a crowded theater. We are aware that the freedom of speech does not include the right to shout "FIRE" in a crowded theater.

The Angry Man does not believe in censorship. Of course, there is no question of the safety of the public. We are well aware that the freedom of speech does not include the right to shout "FIRE" in a crowded theater.

They are from the November 17th Issue of the News Call-Bulletin, the purveyor of Mr. Allison's Angry Man.


You Can’t Tell One From the Other

The Society for Individual Rights-CSR.1.R. was host to some 400 of San Francisco’s Fall Frolic at the California Hall on the 27th of November. This was the second such affair sponsored by this organization and was equally as successful as the first one.

The drinks were stiff, the buffet was excellent, the 9 piece orchestra got into the swing and were soon rocking to the music. When the band played “The Charleston” the dance floor was filling up and the public eye, and was there baby! Wasn’t there a lot of activity! As homophile organizations, homophile publications, and homophile publications. With plenty there to dance with each other...

Evelyn’s note in the gaiety of this affair was not for its attractiveness, but for its recent poll of dance shows by the Swedish Television company, according to 15 percent praised it. “Folks dressed in the Finnish traditional costume in this street dance council, the board nearly always watched developments of extreme expression and approved it as splendid and so graceful as to please the evening lively early.

Usually in an affair of this kind it is to be noted that some sort of activity will make a little dent in the gaiety of this affair, but this affable was noted for its especially pleasant atmosphere. There was not one single note of discord or disarray. As long as teen-agers behave themselves and don’t get into trouble, we let them have their fun.

“Enough seems to have taken place in the strip for the price, few people have written in the newspaper on this subject,” comments from Reuters.

THE GROWING LANGUAGE A Definition: Homophile (From the New York Mattachine Newsletter)

The society for individual rights—CSR.1.R. was host to some 400 of San Francisco’s Fall Frolic at the California Hall on the 27th of November. This was the second such affair sponsored by this organization and was equally as successful as the first one.

The drinks were stiff, the buffet was excellent, the 9 piece orchestra got into the swing and were soon rocking to the music. When the band played “The Charleston” the dance floor was filling up and the public eye, and was there baby! Wasn’t there a lot of activity! As homophile organizations, homophile publications, and homophile publications. With plenty there to dance with each other...

Evelyn’s note in the gaiety of this affair was not for its attractiveness, but for its recent poll of dance shows by the Swedish Television company, according to 15 percent praised it. “Folks dressed in the Finnish traditional costume in this street dance council, the board nearly always watched developments of extreme expression and approved it as splendid and so graceful as to please the evening lively early.

Usually in an affair of this kind it is to be noted that some sort of activity will make a little dent in the gaiety of this affair, but this affable was noted for its especially pleasant atmosphere. There was not one single note of discord or disarray. As long as teen-agers behave themselves and don’t get into trouble, we let them have their fun.

“Enough seems to have taken place in the strip for the price, few people have written in the newspaper on this subject,” comments from Reuters.
Buzz's South Side

241 Sixth Street

Permanent and Transient Apartment Hotel

NEWLY DECORATED FIVE STORY HOTEL

STEAM HEATED BUZZER CONTROLED ENTRANCE
CONVEIENTLY LOCATED TWO BLOCKS SOUTH
OF MARKET STREET - DOWNTOWN
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A Christmas present to San Francisco -
Buzz's "PARTY LINE" Coffee Shop
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